Neuronal activity and the establishment of normal and epileptic circuits during brain development.
The question we attempted to address in this chapter is: Do brief but recurrent seizures in early life alter the ontogeny of hippocampal networks in ways that produce epileptic circuits? Results from the tetanus toxin model suggest that this is likely the case. Following seizures in Postnatal Weeks 2 and 3, most adult rats have a focal epilepsy that arises from hippocampus. Recordings from hippocampal slices support this conclusion since they demonstrated the occurrence of spontaneous network discharges in normal artificial cerebrospinal fluid. Moreover, when GABA-A receptor-mediated synaptic transmission was suppressed, slices from adult epileptic rats produced prolonged electrographic seizures which are never observed in control rats. This suggests that hyperexcitable recurrent excitatory networks contribute to hippocampal seizures in this model. In light of this, anatomical results from biocytin-filled neurons were surprising. Results suggest that recurrent axon arbors neither sprout additional branches as a result of seizure activity nor maintain their exuberant branching patterns of early life. Thus, excessive connectivity cannot explain seizure generation. Axon arbors either remodel in normal ways or prune additional collaterals as a result of ongoing epileptiform discharging. At the same time that axon arbors remodel, the dendrites of these cells have decreased dendritic spine density, suggesting a partial deafferentation. While a complete understanding of the origins of spine loss requires further investigation, we hypothesize that this loss is a product of a partial deafferentation that occurs due to excessive and abnormal selection of synaptic connections. Network-induced heterosynaptic LTD of noncoincidentally active afferants may be one mechanism that leads to a loss of synapses. Moreover, competition among and selection between individual recurrent excitatory synapses may contribute to spine loss as well. The "winners" of this competition, the most potent and effective early-formed recurrent excitatory synapses, are likely key contributors to seizure generation in this model and possibly in humans with early-onset temporal lobe epilepsy.